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LESSON PREP
BEFORE YOU BEGIN 
Prepare for your virtual reality adventure with these tips and guidelines.
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SET-UP TIPS
1.    Google Expeditions is a 360-degree experience. The only way students 

will be able to view the entire scene is by standing and rotating in a 
full circle while wearing their headsets. Make sure the classroom is 
prepped for this movement. NOTE: For safety, students should not 
walk around the room while using the consoles.

2.    The first time that you use new technology in a lesson will take longer 
than planned, but it will get easier as you and the students become 
familiar. If you’re new to VR technology, visit edut.to/226XXVz and 
type “virtual reality tips” into the search field to help you get started.

3.    Review each Expedition carefully before class so that you are prepared 
to answer student questions.

NAVIGATION TIPS
EXPEDITION DETAILS
When you open an Expedition, you will see a white box with a gray bar  
on the right side. You can scroll within this box to read more and click  
on the details within the gray bar. Follow the arrows to find the pop-up 
detail boxes.

RETURN HOME 
Return to the home screen by clicking the camera and then the house icon.

MAIN NAVIGATION 
Point your viewer down and a navigation box will pop up. The tools in this 
section include:
®  Arrows: Scroll between different sections (or “scenes”) of an Expedition.
®  Camera: Navigate to a menu of all the sections of an Expedition.
®  “I”: This opens and closes the text boxes.
®  Sound: Turns the sound on/off.

Google Expedition  
Forms of Energy 
Fossil Fuels
® Coal 
® Oil 
® Natural Gas

Nuclear Energy
® Neutron 
® Reactors 
® Control Rods

Geothermal Energy
® Cold Water 
® Add Magma 
® Collect Steam 
® Repeat

Solar Energy
® Versatility 
® Solar Panels 
® Solar Thermal Plants

Wind Energy
® Windmills 
® Horizontal Axis Turbines 
® Vertical Axis Turbines

Hydropower
® Dams 
® Pumped Storage 
® Water Mills 

GOOGLE EXPEDITIONS

STEP INTO Physics
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ENERGY
KEY QUESTIONS 
What is energy and where does it come from? 
How do people use energy to perform work? 
What is the difference between renewable and non-renewable energy sources?

KEY STANDARDS 
MS-PS3-3 Energy Apply scientific principles to design, construct, and test a device that either minimizes 
or maximizes thermal energy transfer.
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STEP INTO Physics

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Energy for Kids     www.eia.gov/kids
Energy and Matter: Video and Online Quiz From Scholastic Study Jams     bit.ly/1v5OTEA

INSTRUCTIONS
DAY ONE
ENGAGE (15 minutes)
1.    Begin the lesson by walking or jogging 

around the room. Ask students to explain 
where their body gets the energy to do 
that. (It has transformed food into energy.) 
Explain that energy can be moved or turned 
into other forms, but it cannot be destroyed.

2.    Ask students to brainstorm different types 
of energy (for example: light energy, solar 
energy, heat energy, sound energy, electrical 
energy, kinetic energy, potential energy, etc). 
Prompt students to give examples of where 
they can find that type of energy. 

3.    Challenge students to think of another 
example of a way energy is transformed 
from one form into another. (For example, 
solar panels turns energy from the sun into 
electricity, a skateboarder rolling down a 
hill transforms potential energy into kinetic 
energy, etc.)

EXPLORE (30 MINUTES)
4.    Separate students into groups and distribute 

the VR consoles. Explain to students that they 
are going to use the Forms of Energy Google 
Expedition to learn about how different types 
of energy are converted into a form that can 
be used for power. Instruct the students to 
split up the six scenes between the group. 
They should take turns reviewing each 
section. The one viewing the scene should 
describe aloud what he or she is seeing and 
the other team members should take notes. 

DAY TWO
EXPLAIN AND EVALUATE (25 minutes)
1.    Have the class rejoin their groups from 

the previous lesson. Distribute one Energy 
Source activity sheet and a VR console to 
each group. Assign one of the following 
energy types to each group:

    ®  Fossil fuels
    ®  Nuclear energy
    ®  Geothermal energy
    ®  Solar energy
    ®  Wind energy
    ®  Hydropower
2.    Explain that they should use the information 

from the Google Expedition as well as their 
own research to fill out the worksheet based 
on their given form of energy. Guide them 
to go back to the Expedition as needed. 
Encourage them to compare and contrast 
their energy form with the others described 
in the Expedition to determine advantages 
and disadvantages of each type. 

3.    Reconvene as a class to discuss the results. 
Ask: If you were in charge of building a new 
power plant, which type of energy which you 
choose? What factors would you consider when 
making your choice? Prompt them to cite 
evidence from their investigations.

FINAL PROJECT
Have students work in groups to design a device 
that can capture energy from the sun. Prompt 
them to conduct research about other solar 
designs and consider what types of materials 
they would need. Explain the steps of the 
engineering design process as listed below:
    ®  Define a problem
    ®  Do background research
    ®  Specify criteria (standards that the design 

needs to meet) and constraints (limits to 
the design, such as cost)

    ®  Brainstorm different solutions
    ®  Draw models of the solutions
    ®  Choose the best solution
    ®  Build a prototype
    ®  Test and redesign

TIME 
Two class periods (70 minutes total). 
Additional time for Final Project.
MATERIALS 
VR console, Energy Source activity sheet, 
Google Expedition Forms of Energy,  
Internet access
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WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF USING THIS T YPE OF ENERGY?

FORM OF ENERGY

WHAT IS THE SOURCE OF ENERGY?

Choose one form of energy described in the Expedition. Fill in the boxes below using 
information gathered from the film and your own research. 

Energy can be moved or turned into other forms, but it cannot be destroyed.

ENERGY SOURCE

Take the Google Expedition Forms of Energy.

CRE ATE A DIAGR AM TO EXPL AIN HOW THE ENERGY IS TR ANSFORMED INTO A FORM THAT C AN BE USED FOR POWER.

WHAT ARE THE DISADVANTAGES?
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